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Color Filter Array Demosaicking Using High-Order
Interpolation Techniques With a Weighted Median

Filter for Sharp Color Edge Preservation
Jim S. Jimmy Li, Member, IEEE, and Sharmil Randhawa, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Demosaicking is an estimation process to determine
missing color values when a single-sensor digital camera is used
for color image capture. In this paper, we propose a number of
new methods based on the application of Taylor series and cubic
spline interpolation for color filter array demosaicking. To avoid
the blurring of an edge, interpolants are first estimated in four op-
posite directions so that no interpolation is carried out across an
edge. A weighted median filter, whose filter coefficients are deter-
mined by a classifier based on an edge orientation map, is then used
to produce an output from the four interpolants to preserve edges.
Using the proposed methods, the original color can be faithfully re-
produced with minimal amount of color artifacts even at edges.

Index Terms—Color filter array, cubic spline, demosaicking,
Taylor series, weighted median filter.

I. INTRODUCTION

C OLOR filter array demosaicking is a digital process to
obtain full color images from images captured by a single

image sensor. A single image sensor does not allow the full
red, green and blue color planes to be captured. In other words,
the image color is captured in a sub-sampled pattern. The most
common array is the Bayer [2] color filter array, shown in Fig. 1.
The green color is sampled at twice the rate of the red or blue
values because the peak sensitivity of the human visual system
lies in the green spectrum [2].

The technique to recover missing colors is known as demo-
saicking. Most demosaicking methods use an edge-directed in-
terpolation, where the gradient around a pixel is analysed to de-
termine a preferred direction. This is to avoid introducing color
artifacts that are caused by interpolation across edges. However,
any errors in the gradient estimation may manifest themselves
as color artifacts in the output image.

A common assumption in demosaicking is that color differ-
ences or hue are locally constant [15] based on the fact there
is a high interchannel correlation within an object of an image.
However, this assumption is only valid within the boundary of
an object and it gets violated across edges. Some methods use
a weighted average of the neighboring pixels to interpolate the
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Fig. 1. An 8� 8 window of the Bayer pattern.

missing color [29], while other methods use gradient values to
select a preferred direction for interpolation [14]. In [12], edge
indicators in several directions are used to indicate the likeli-
hood of edges in order to prevent interpolation across them. In
[23], the estimated values are weighted averages, with weights
determined by the gradient. However, all these methods will
produce color artifacts when there are errors in the estimation
of weights for the average or the gradients. As a result, the per-
formance of these methods is limited by the accuracy of their
estimation algorithms.

In this paper, we are proposing a suite of noniterative de-
mosaicking algorithms to determine the missing color values.
The proposed algorithms perform differently for various types
of images, and there is no outright winner amongst them. How-
ever, all the proposed algorithms will produce minimal artifacts
and will outperform other existing demosaicking algorithms for
most types of images.

Our proposed methods consist of two stages. In the first stage,
an interpolation algorithm is used to determine four estimates of
the missing color value for four different directions. A number
of highly accurate interpolation methods based on Taylor se-
ries and cubic spline are proposed. In the second output stage,
a classifier based on an edge orientation map is used to assign
weights for a weighted median filter which is used to determine
the output. Since an edge has two sides, at least half of the four
estimates must be on one side of the edge. In other words, at
least two of the four estimates are on the same side of the edge,
and by using an edge-preserving weighted median filter to de-
termine the output, our methods have been shown to outperform
the other demosaicking methods in many aspects.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Our
suite of proposed interpolation methods is presented in Sec-
tions II–IV for the green plane, while Section V deals with
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Fig. 2. One-dimensional extrapolation example.

the interpolation for the red and blue planes. Section VI de-
scribes the edge orientation classifier and the weighted median
filter. Section VII gives the proposed demosaicking algorithm.
Section VIII presents the experimental results, and compares
the proposed methods with other existing methods, with the
conclusion in Section IX.

II. HIGH-ORDER EXTRAPOLATION (HOX)

When there is an edge, only pixels on the same side of the
edge should be used for extrapolation. It is crucial to avoid ex-
trapolation across edges, as smooth hue assumptions are not
valid across edges. When there is a 1-D edge, as shown in Fig. 2
for example, the circle indicates the position at which the value
is to be estimated, and the crosses represent the surrounding
known sample values. Point P is the pixel value to be estimated.
Interpolation using samples from both sides of the edge will
cause blurring. In order to preserve the edge, we apply extrapo-
lation using only samples from either the left-hand side (LHS)
or right-hand side (RHS). Point A is the extrapolated value using
samples on the RHS of the edge, and point B is another extrap-
olated value using samples on the LHS of the edge in Fig. 2. In
this example, for a 1-D edge, two extrapolated samples, one for
each side of the edge, will be determined. However, for a 2-D
image, we extrapolate in the four directions towards the center,
i.e., from left, right, top and bottom.

In this section, we describe a high-order extrapolation method
with high accuracy to determine four directional estimates of the
missing color pixel [17]–[21], [28]. Each of the directional esti-
mates is obtained by exploiting the spectral correlations among
neighboring pixels along that particular direction. In this way,
we will show that the estimates obtained are more accurate than
those in [23], due to the inclusion of higher-order terms. The
spectral correlations refer to the fact there is a high correlation
between the green and red/blue pixel values within a local neigh-
borhood.

Based on the Bayer pattern, each missing green value is sur-
rounded by four known green values located in the left, right, top
and bottom directions. Hence, to determine the missing values
in the green plane, the estimates for the missing green value are
extrapolated in the four same directions. The green plane is ex-
trapolated first as it contains the most samples, twice as many as
the red or blue samples. The approximation is carried out using
Taylor series [13] as follows:

Fig. 3. 1-D Bayer pattern and edge boundary on the RHS of � .

(1)

Suppose we want to estimate the green value at position
at which only the blue value is known. Let’s consider the
1-D case with an edge boundary on the right-hand side of ,
as shown in Fig. 3. Since the nearest known green value is one
pixel away, we apply Taylor series to extrapolate the green value
pixel at position along the edge from pixels on the left-hand
side of it

(2)

where is the value of a green pixel at location . For first-
order approximations, we assume that

for (3)

and using the central difference approximation for first-order
differentiation

(4)

where and are the missing green pixel values at posi-
tion and , respectively. Different results may be obtained
by using forward and/or backward difference approximations.

Based on the assumption that the green and red/blue pixel
values are well correlated with constant offsets [1], [4], [23],
along an edge, we can approximate the color differences as fol-
lows:

(5)

From (5)

(6)

Substituting (6) into (4)

(7)

Hence, by (2), (3) and (7)

(8)

where is the estimated green value at position . By using
Taylor series, we have derived the same (8) as given by Lu and
Tan [23].

We can improve the accuracy of the green plane approxima-
tion by including the next higher order term, i.e., ,
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into the equation. For second-order approximation, we assume
the third and higher order derivatives are negligible

(9)

then (2) can be approximated as

(10)

By applying the central difference approximation for ,
we obtain

(11)

Hence, (10) can be modified to:

(12)

Using the central difference approximation for , we
obtain

(13)

By (9), this implies that

(14)

Using central difference approximation for and
, we have

(15)

(16)

Substituting (16) into (12)

(17)

Applying the central difference approximation

(18)

and

(19)

Substituting (18) and (19) into (17) gives

(20)

Hence, using (6), (20) becomes

(21)

Now can be determined more accurately by including more
surrounding known color values in the Bayer pattern. For a 2-D
image, we can obtain the extrapolated values for the other three
directions, right, top, and bottom directions similarly.

Fig. 1 shows an 8 8 window of a Bayer array neighborhood,
where the index of each color is given by the row and
column location. Consider the case where we want to determine
the missing green value . It can be selected from a list of

where L, R, T and B indicate the left,
right, top and bottom directions from which the estimates are
extrapolated w.r.t (21)

(22)

By including the second-order terms, higher accuracy for the es-
timates of the missing values in the green plane can be achieved.

III. HIGH-ORDER INTERPOLATION (HOI)

In this section, we describe a new interpolation method which
is a variation to the method described in the previous section
to determine the four directional estimates of the missing color
pixel. The difference between this and the previous section is
that we include the adjacent green value on the other side of the
missing sample in the interpolation process. This is based on the
presumption that the nearest known samples in a 2-D plane to
the missing value contains the most accurate information about
that missing sample. Including one sample from the other side
of the missing sample will produce a more accurate estimate if
it is along an edge. However, if it is across an edge, the estimate
may not be accurate. However, a robust classifier, such as the
one in Section VI, may be able to avoid the selection of it.

In the previous section, an extrapolation method was used to
obtained the estimates. It extrapolated in the four directions to-
wards the center, i.e., from left, right, top and bottom, in order to
avoid crossing an edge. In this interpolation method, we inter-
polate across the center to obtain more accurate estimates. By
using the central difference approximation in this case,
and can be determined as follows:

(23)

(24)

For second-order approximation, by substituting (23) and (24)
into (11), we have

(25)

Combining (25) with (7) gives

(26)

For a 2-D image, we can similarly obtain the interpolated values
for the other three directions, right, top, and bottom.

The difference between (26) and (21) is that in (26) the
weightings for and are reduced, while
counteracted by the introduction of into the equation.
Since both and are further away from the sample
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Fig. 4. 1-D Bayer pattern along the x-axis.

to be estimated than , reducing the weighting of
and and increasing the weighting of will produce
a more accurate estimate along an edge. This is based on the
presumption that the nearer sample contains more accurate
information about the sample to be estimated when there is no
edge.

Using the same convention as in (22), the new equations for
interpolation w.r.t (26) are given as follows:

(27)

Equations (26) and (27) are new interpolation equations derived
for more accurate approximation of the green plane.

We have proved in the Appendix that HOI is identical to
quadratic spline interpolation. In our next section, we will
present cubic spline interpolation as another method in our
suite of demosaicking methods.

IV. CUBIC SPLINE INTERPOLATION (CSI)

Cubic spline interpolation is suitable for CFA demosaicking
for producing a smooth color image due to the known fact that
it can generate a smooth curve to fit a set of data points [22].
Cubic spline interpolation is a piecewise continuous curve, with
continuous first and second-order derivatives [6]. A third degree
polynomial, , is constructed between each point for the
given points to and is denoted as the
cubic spline

(28)

where is the index of the spline.
In this paper, we show that further improvement on the results

in [22] can be achieved. As shown in the 1-D Bayer pattern in
Fig. 4, there are four green data points, and hence . In
order to determine the missing green value at position
(i.e., at location ), three splines are required as follows:

for (29)

for (30)

for (31)

From (29)–(31), since there are 12 unknown coefficients: ,
, , , , , , , , , , and , 12 simultaneous

equations are required to obtain a unique solution.
For cubic spline interpolation, three continuity conditions

have to be met as follows:

condition: for (32)

condition: for (33)

condition: for (34)

Based on these continuity conditions, there are a total of
equations. In our case for , there are 10 equations as

follows.
By the 1st continuity condition (32), we have

(35)

(36)

(37)

(38)

(39)

(40)

The first derivatives of the splines are given by

(41)

(42)

(43)

By the second continuity condition (33), we have

(44)

(45)

(46)

(47)

The second derivatives of the splines are given by

(48)

(49)

(50)

By the third continuity condition (34), we have

(51)

(52)

(53)

(54)

The estimates of the green values at positions and 5
are given by

(55)
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(56)

(57)

As 12 equations are needed to obtain a unique solution, two
extra conditions are required. Using the hue assumption [23]
based on the correlation between color planes, we propose the
extra two equations be derived as follows. By (6), this implies

(58)

Hence, by (55) and (56)

(59)

Similarly

(60)

Hence, by (56) and (57)

(61)

To solve the 12 simultaneous equations, namely (35)–(40), (45),
(47), (52), (54), (59), and (61), the matrix representation (62) is
used

(62)

where , and are given by (63)–(65). See equations
(63)–(66), shown at the bottom of the page, where is
the inverse of the matrix . It can be readily shown that this
inverse exists and can be pre-evaluated and stored. Hence, this
makes the algorithm computationally efficient. In our case, the

(63)

(64)

(65)

(66)
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estimate on the left hand side of the missing value is evaluated
at by (57). Hence

(67)

In general

(68)

The other three estimates (R, T and B) can be determined simi-
larly. Likewise, a missing green value at a red pixel position can
be evaluated using similar equations.

For comparing our above proposed CSI method with the one
given in [22], a general equation for the missing green pixel
value at position can be obtained by solving the equations
given in [22] as follows:

(69)

Clearly, (69) is different from (68) for the missing green value
for our proposed CSI method in this paper. The comparison in
performance of these two CSI methods will be presented in Sec-
tion VIII.

V. INTERPOLATION FOR THE RED AND BLUE PLANES

In most cases, higher order approximation is required for the
green plane only, and first-order approximation is adequate for
the red and blue planes. This is because the human visual system
is less sensitive to red and blue [2], [4], and, hence, first-order
interpolation is sufficient. It should also be noted that the red
and blue pixels are severely undersampled and thus no more
improved accuracy can be obtained by using higher order in-
terpolation. Equations (70) and (71) are the equations for deter-
mining the red pixel value at a blue and green position, respec-
tively. Equations are similar for the blue plane

(70)

(71)

VI. EDGE ORIENTATION CLASSIFIER AND THE WEIGHTED

MEDIAN FILTER

We describe in this section the output stage of our proposed
demosaicking method. An edge orientation map is used as a
classifier to determine the filter weights for a weighted median
filter, which is used instead of a linear combiner in this stage.
Since a linear combiner, as used in other methods [12], [23],
will blur an edge, our method will preserve sharp edges better.

Obviously, our edge orientation classifier is not critical in its
performance when there is no edge. In this case, any of the four
estimates will give a good result and the performance will not
depend on the classifier selection.

In our classification process, an edge orientation map for
every pixel is produced using the CFA image input. This is used
to indicate the possible orientation of an edge for that pixel.
For the pixel to be interpolated, the horizontal and vertical
gradients are determined by the known neighboring pixels in
the CFA input. The gradient is large when crossing an edge. In
other words, the direction in which the gradient is smaller is
assumed to be the direction along the edge in the neighborhood
of this pixel.

At a red/blue pixel, e.g., , we define the vertical gradient
and horizontal gradient as

(72)

At a green pixel, e.g., , the vertical and horizontal gradi-
ents are defined as

(73)

A logical function is used to produce an edge orientation map
for the whole color filter array image

if
otherwise.

(74)

A “1” in the orientation map indicates that a possible edge
along the vertical direction exists at that position while a “0”
indicates a possible edge along the horizontal direction.

To estimate the red/blue pixels at blue/red pixel locations, an
edge orientation map for diagonal edges is used instead, due
to the known red and blue pixel locations in the Bayer pattern.
For example at , the diagonal gradients are and

instead of and in (72),
respectively.

Each edge orientation map is passed through a 2-D standard
median filter to remove any outliers. A weighted median filter
(WMF) is then used to produce an output based on the edge ori-
entation map. As the edge orientation map only gives a rough es-
timation of the edge orientation, the two estimates from the other
orientation should not be completely excluded because other-
wise, errors from the edge orientation map may manifest them-
selves as color artifacts in the demosaicked output. The edge
orientation map output will be used to assign a higher weighting
of the estimates for the orientation indicated by the map and in
turn increase their probability to appear at the WMF output.

Weighted median filters inherit the robustness and edge pre-
serving capability of the median filters. However, they offer
much greater flexibility in design specifications than median
filters [30] and the choice of weights allows a certain degree
of flexibility in preserving signal structures [26]. The weights
of the WMFs control the filtering behavior. For a discrete-time
vector , the output of the WMF of
width associated with the filter weights

(75)

is given by
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(76)

where denotes the median operation and denotes
the duplication operator, i.e.,

(77)

where is the duplication number.
The weighted median filtering process sorts the samples

within the filter window, duplicates each sample according to
the number of the corresponding weight and then selects the
median value from the new sequence. Hence, the weights of
the WMF influence the probability of a particular sample to be
chosen as the output.

By utilising the edge information in the orientation map, the
weights for each of the four estimates can be adjusted accord-
ingly. In this case, a WMF with window width of 4 is used.
For 1-D signal processing, the sum of weights of a WMF is al-
ways an odd number in order to preserve an edge, and in this
case only one set of filter weights exists, namely , ex-
cluding weight permutations [30]. Its distribution function is
identical to that of a median filter of width 3 [31]. However,
for 2-D image processing in our case, the restriction can be re-
laxed to allow the sum of the weights for the WMF to be an
even number, without blurring an edge. This is because there
are at least two samples on the same side of an edge. Moreover,
the weights for and should be equal because there is no
extra information from the edge orientation map to distinguish
between them, and so for and . In this case, the only pos-
sible weight is excluding weight permutations.

Fig. 5 gives the probability density functions of the WMFs
of width four with weights , and
for uniformly distributed samples, as well as the distribution of
a 4-point mean for comparison. This gives some insight into the
general statistical properties of the weighted median filters. In
Fig. 5, sample values at both ends of the x-axis represent out-
liers. As all three curves of the WMFs drop to zero at both
ends, this indicates that all three WMFs can remove outliers
very well. For the 4-point mean curve, it is more densely dis-
tributed around the mean value. This implies that blurring is
more likely to occur. On the other hand, the broader distributions
of the WMFs indicate that values other than the mean are more
likely to pass through the filter. Hence, the WMFs will produce
a sharper image than the output produced by the 4-point mean.

Correspondingly, for a vertical edge indicated in the edge ori-
entation map, the output is given by

(78)

Similarly, for a horizontal edge indicated in the edge orientation
map, the output is given by

(79)

Fig. 5. Density functions of weighted median filters of width 4 with three pos-
sible sets of weights and 4-point mean for uniformly distributed samples.

Fig. 6. Block diagram of the proposed algorithm for the green plane.

VII. PROPOSED DEMOSAICKING ALGORITHM

Fig. 6 shows the block diagram of our proposed algorithm for
the green plane. Four estimates for the missing green pixel, one
from each direction, namely left, right, top, and bottom, will first
be interpolated using the methods described previously. The
four estimates will then be sent to the weighted median filter
to determine the green estimate output. The weights used are
determined by the edge orientation map according to (78) and
(79). The edge orientation map output is passed through a 2-D
standard median filter to remove outliers before the edge ori-
entation to weight mapping is carried out. A square window of
7 7 for the 2-D standard median filter will suffice for the im-
ages used experimentally in the next section of this paper.

Similarly, the proposed algorithm in Fig. 6 can be applied to
the red and blue planes. Since the red and blue planes are only
sampled at half the frequency of the green plane, a first-order
interpolation is adequate to determine the missing red and blue
pixel values.
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Fig. 7. Images used for performance evaluation.

VIII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To assess the performance of our proposed methods, namely
high order interpolation (WM-HOI), high order extrapolation
(WM-HOX), and cubic spline interpolation (WM-CSI) with
weighted median filters, we compared them to other promi-
nent demosaicking techniques, namely bilinear interpolation,
Freeman’s method [7], Kimmel’s method [12], Hamilton’s
method [9], Lu&Tan’s method [23], Gunturk’s method [8],
Plataniotis’ method [25], Hirakawa’s method [11], Li’s method
[16], Li&Randhawa’s high-order extrapolation (M-HOX) [17],
and Li&Randhawa’s Cubic Spline Interpolation (CSI) [22].
The difference between the M-HOX method in [17] and our
proposed WM-HOX described in this paper is that the former
method uses a median filter while the latter uses a weighted
median filter as the classifier. Our proposed WM-CSI method
in this paper adopts a different approach to that of the CSI
method in [22]. The CSI method [22] interpolates only along
either the vertical or horizontal direction based purely on the
edge orientation map. This differs from our proposed WM-CSI
method in that four estimates were interpolated using cubic
spline with a weighted median filter as the classifier.

Fifteen images representing different types of images with
different characteristics, as shown in Fig. 7, were used for our
performance assessment. For example, image (k), the Light-
house, is a benchmark image having a picket-fence region with
vertical edges closely spaced together and this is a challenge to
most demosaicking methods. Other images also contain other
challenging features such as the red door in image (a) which
contains a large region of monotonic color with fine details in
the grain of timber, the skin color in image (n), the fine colorful
feathers of the parrots in image (m), the water ripples in image
(c), and sharp color edges in the sail of image (f). We also in-
cluded one simulated image, namely the starburst in image (o).

In order to analyse the various demosaicking methods quan-
titatively, Tables I and II give the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(PSNR) [3] and Normalized Color Difference (NCD) [24] of

the various demosaicing methods. PSNR does not always re-
flect the actual human perception of image quality because it is
based on the log ratio of the signal to noise in RGB color space.
Hence, in addition we used NCD as a measure of the similarity
of the original image and the demosaicked output in the LUV
color space because the color difference between two points in
the LUV color space has a linear relationship with the percep-
tual color difference in human vision [24]. In Tables I and II,
our methods were ranked the best for the majority of the test im-
ages, or otherwise our methods were ranked at least second best.
In comparing the results of the methods in [17] and [22] with
our proposed corresponding methods in this paper, this demon-
strates that the weighted median filter is a superior classifier.

Fig. 8 shows the demosaicked results produced by the var-
ious demosaicking methods for the picket-fence region of the
Lighthouse image. This region was used for the assessment
of the performance on color edge preservation of our demo-
saicking methods because it contains vertical edges closely
spaced together. Various demosaicking methods produced
various degrees of color artifacts in this region. However,
all our methods, namely M-HOX, M-HOI, CSI, WM-HOX,
WM-HOI and WM-CSI, produced negligible amount of visual
color artifacts and this demonstrates that our methods are able
to reproduce color with high accuracy even at sharp edges.

To further assess the accuracy of our interpolation methods,
namely HOX, HOI and CSI, without the influence of the clas-
sifier and the weighted median filter in the output stage, we use
the original image to select one of the four estimates for each
pixel based on the absolute error difference. In Table III, the
best choice is one of the four estimates with the minimum abso-
lute error difference between the original pixel. Table III gives
the performance indices of the proposed interpolation methods
using PSNR and NCD. It shows the best attainable result which
is the upper limit of the performance of our selector for the cor-
responding interpolation method. In other words, it indicates the
degree of accuracy that our interpolation methods can achieve.
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TABLE I
IMAGE QUALITY PERFORMANCE MEASURES—PSNR dB

TABLE II
IMAGE QUALITY PERFORMANCE MEASURES—NCD ���� �

From the results in Table III, the HOI interpolation method
has the highest accuracy compared to the HOX and CSI interpo-
lation methods for nine out of fifteen test images we used. This
supports the results in Tables I and II that the HOI method when
coupled with a WMF, i.e., WM-HOI, can produce better PSNR
and NCD results when compared with the other methods. For
our proposed WM-CSI interpolation method, it performs well
too for some types of images such as the house image (e) and
the starburst image (o). For the HOI method, the furthest pixel
that will be used in the interpolation is only three pixels away
from the missing sample, while for the CSI method, the furthest
pixel from the missing sample is five pixels away. As a result,

in general the HOI method is better suited for images which
contain small features with fine details, such as the fine color
feathers of the parrot in image (m), so that the interpolation will
avoid including pixels from another feature. The CSI method
will perform better for images with larger features.

IX. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a suite of new interpolation techniques
based on Taylor series and cubic spline for CFA demosaicking
with high accuracy. Using the new interpolation equations
derived, four estimates from each opposite direction are deter-
mined. A weighted median filter of width four with weights
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Fig. 8. Picket fence region of (a) the original Lighthouse image and the demosaiced output images using (b) Bilinear interpolation, (c) Freeman, (d) Kimmel,
(e) Hamilton, (f) Lu&Tan, (g) Gunturk, (h) Plataniotis, (i) Hirakawa, (j) XLi, (k) M-HOX, (l) WM-HOX, (m) M-HOI, (n) WM-HOI, (o) CSI and (p) WM-CSI.

determined by an edge orientation map is used to produce an
output from the four estimates. Our experimental results using
various images of different characteristics demonstrated that
our techniques can produce a demosaicked image with minimal
artifacts and is faithful to the original color even at sharp color
edges. There is no outright winner amongst them because they
perform differently for various types of images. However, our
high-order Interpolation method using the weighted median
filter (WM-HOI) will produce better results for most types of
images.

APPENDIX

THAT TAYLOR SERIES INTERPOLATION (HOI) IS IDENTICAL TO

THE QUADRATIC SPLINE INTERPOLATION

Just like the cubic spline, quadratic spline interpolation is a
piecewise continuous curve, with continuous first-order deriva-
tives. Given points to , a second degree
polynomial, , is constructed between each point and is de-
noted as the quadratic spline

(80)

Referring to the 1-D horizontal Bayer pattern in Fig. 4, only
three green data points ( , and ) will be considered for
quadratic spline interpolation, with . To determine the

missing green value at position (i.e., at location ), two
splines are required as follows:

(81)

(82)

From (81)–(82), since there are six unknown coefficients: ,
, , , and , 6 simultaneous equations are required to

obtain a unique solution.
For quadratic spline interpolation, two continuity conditions

[i.e., (32) and (33)] have to be met. Based on these continuity
conditions, there are a total of equations. In our case for

, there are 6 equations as follows. By the 1st continuity
condition (32), we have

(83)

(84)

(85)

(86)

The first derivatives of the splines are given by

(87)

(88)
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TABLE III
IMAGE QUALITY PERFORMANCE MEASURES FOR THE PROPOSED INTERPOLATION METHODS-PSNR DB AND NCD ���� �.

By the second continuity condition (33), we have

(89)

(90)

The estimates of the green values at positions and 3 are
given by

(91)

(92)

Hence, by (58), (91), and (92)

(93)

To solve the 6 simultaneous equations, namely (83)–(86), (90)
and (93), the matrix representation (94) is used.

(94)

where , and are given by (95)–(97)

(95)

(96)

(97)

(98)

Hence, the interpolated green value at the blue pixel position at
can be evaluated by (92).

From (95), the inverse of M can be evaluated as follows:

(99)

By (96)–(99), the coefficients , , and can be solved as
follows:

(100)

(101)

(102)

By (92)

(103)

Substituting (100), (101), and (102) into (103) yields

(104)

Rearranging (104) gives

(105)

Without loss of generality for comparison purposes, if we set
in this case, (105) is identical to (26). Thus, we have

proved that the quadratic spline interpolation is identical to our
proposed HOI method in Section III.
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